Funds released to Exposure
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funds ($700) already spent," McDermott said, adding that the Union would have had to divert other funds to pay off the debt and would have been in serious financial difficulty if Chernak's decision had not been reversed. According to Union Co-President Kahn, his organization decided to attempt to finance further publication out of donations from other student governments and had mailed 138 information packets across the country to various colleges. "We asked for any kind of support -- financial, moral, or spiritual, and while we didn't get as much as we'd hoped for, we did receive $100 from Northeastern University, a $1000 loan from the University of Michigan, and about $260 in smaller contributions from students and academic people," McDermott noted. But when the BU College of Liberal Arts Forum, a student activity also under the jurisdiction of Trachtenberg's office, attempted to donate $200 to the Student Union, the administration froze all activity funds, in effect forbidding the Forum's action, McDermott explained, making it apparent that "what was involved here was obviously a censorship matter." Approximately $300 remains from the paper's released funds of $1200, enough to publish two issues (one last week and one on Feb. 24), McDermott said, adding that the Student Union intends to use the money donated from outside whether the remaining $1200 is released from escrow or not. "While the release of the other $1200 is supposedly automatic, nobody here [in the Student Union] believes that," asserted McDermott. "All we can do is publish one more issue and see what happens."

Sunday Brunch · Classical Guitar Tues. Evenings By John Jarvis

We're going to give you one emphatic statement about the future of the computer industry and the future of your career. APPLY!

UNIVERSITY STATIONERY CO.

311 MASS. AVE. CAMBRIDGE, MASS. OFFERS 10% DISCOUNT* on School & Office Supplies

College ID Required Minimum purchase $ 5.00

Come and Meet Factory Representatives from

HEWLETT-PACKARD Texas Instruments and CASIO

who will demonstrate their complete lines of CALCULATORS from 11am to 3 pm today

Save $150 to $210 during our 20th annual Tailored-to-Measure Suit Sale

We suggest you come in early for the widest selection of imported and domestic suit fabrics in fall/winter or spring/summer weights. Modern designs: chinos, flannels, Decowear and wool tweeds in current patterns, weaves and colors. Save on tailored-to-measure sportcoats, plus hand-picked tweeds, slacks, linens, cotton or other selected fabrics. Whether you prefer a suit or a sportcoat, you can choose a variety of styles ranging from traditional 3-button models to more contemporary fashion looks.

Our master designers, Paul Funderaker, will take your measurements for a perfect fit, and advise you on the selection of fabric and style that will best suit you. With fine fabrics at a premium price these days, we know you'll want to take advantage of the tremendous savings during our once-a-year Tailored-to-Measure Sale.

With fine fabrics at a premium price these days, we know you'll want to take advantage of the tremendous savings during our once-a-year Tailored-to-Measure Sale.

311 MASS. AVE. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Men's floor II at Harvard Square. Open every Thursday until 8:30